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Out & About

Enriching Lives
Alinea has a long history of service provision within 

the Western Australian community. In October 2012, 

the Paraplegic-Quadriplegic Association of WA (Inc.), 

founded in 1955, and the Civilian Maimed and  

Limbless Association of Western Australia (Inc.),  

founded in 1945 amalgamated to form the Spine &  

Limb  Foundation. Having made significant progress 

since then to expand its operations in Residential 

Aged Care, Supported Employment, Independent  

Community Living and Recreation Services, the  

Organisation announced a decision to unify its wide 

range of services under a new name. 

As Alinea, the organisation’s mission remains the 

same; to enrich the lives of people living with a 

disability and elders within the Western Australian 

community, by continuing to provide contemporary 

and holistic services. All of the services and programs 

operated by Alinea have been designed to cater for 

the needs of the unique individual. 
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Notices & Announcements

Annual General Meeting (AGM)

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Alinea Inc. will be held at the offices of 

Alinea, Car Park 4, 4-6 Orton Road, Shenton Park at 5:15pm on Wednesday 27th October 2021. 

Business to be transacted:

a) Confirm the Minutes of the Meeting of 28th October 2020. 

b) To receive and consider the Annual reports and the Financial Statements for the year ended 

    30th  June 2021. 

c) To appoint an Auditor for the financial year 2021/22.

d) To declare the appointment of office-bearers and members of the Board of Alinea Inc.

Nominations are called for the following positions in accordance with provisions of the Constitution 

and Rules of Alinea Inc.:

•  One Ordinary Board Member

Contact Alinea for nomination forms by telephoning (08) 9381 0111, or email info@alinea.org.au. 

Nomination forms are to be sent to Alinea Inc. 4-6 Orton Road, Shenton Park, WA 6008. Nominations 

must be received in writing no later than the 8th October 2021. 

A member shall not be eligible to vote at any Annual General Meeting, or Special General Meeting or to 

stand for election as an Ordinary Board Member unless such member was a financial member for the 

previous financial year.

Please confirm your attendance by contacting Julie Ballucci on 9381 0111 or email 

julie.ballucci@alinea.org.au by 20th October 2021.
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Features

“Without Trucks Australia Stops” is a well-known adage that we can easily adapt to “Without Trucks 

ParaQuad Stops”, since almost every activity we are involved in relies on our own trucks or those of 

others.

Supported Employee, Daniel Kursar, understands this well. Daniel has been with PQI for more than 20 

years, starting out assembling furniture in the (then) PQI furniture factory, moving on to Donated Goods 

as an Offsider and then graduating to becoming a Truck Driver/General Hand after being supported 

in obtaining his Light Rigid (LR) Driver’s Licence by PQI. At the same time we started the process of 

converting our LR Trucks from manual to automatic to make it easier for Supported Employees to 

obtain their LR licences.

Along with our other Drivers, Daniel is involved in collection and delivery of furniture, replenishing 

Op Shops, transporting of goods between our Shenton Park and Jandakot operations, moving books 

between metropolitan public libraries as part of the Inter Library Loan Service, collecting discarded 

books from the State Library of WA, and clearing of charity bins, to name just some of his truck related 

duties.

In 2016 PQI supported Daniel again, this time through his forklift licence, so he could load his own truck, 

as well as assisting with loading and unloading of third party trucks engaged in collections or deliveries. 

Daniel is a trusted and reliable contributor to PQI’s success and, with his characteristically imperturbable 

demeanour, he is well placed in these uncertain times to Keep Calm and Keep on Truckin’. 

Keep Calm and 
Keep on Truckin’
By Joe Tuson
ParaQuad Industries Manager

Daniel with some ParaQuad Industries’ LR trucks

“I like driving the 
trucks as I get to 
see new places 
and talk to new 

people in my 
job.”

~ Daniel
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Features

I have just completed a Certificate IV in Leadership 

and Innovation in Dementia Services with 

Alzheimer’s WA. I was fortunate to attend this 

course with 13 people who worked in residential 

and community aged care settings in Perth. 

The twelve months of sharing experiences and 

information with this group of people was so 

beneficial for all. The at home Zoom training days 

were especially challenging as we grappled with 

technological glitches, barking dogs and crying 

children.

This course has proved invaluable to my role 

with Alinea as it covered a wide variety of topics 

that I have been able to incorporate in staff 

training and with on-site practices. I have also 

been able to apply my newly acquired skills by 

completing an environmental audit within Gillon, 

which is the dementia specific unit at Osboine 

Contemporary Aged Care in Bayswater. This audit 

was used to review many aspects of the unit, in 

order to generate ideas and  to create an optimal 

environment for the residents living with dementia.

One large assignment required students to 

complete a project within their organisation. I 

had the opportunity to implement this project in 

Gillon. The project proposed to enhance the dining 

experience for the residents, by introducing a few 

modifications to the mealtime routines and within 

the lifestyle program. A small team consisting of 

one senior nurse, two care staff and two lifestyle 

staff from the unit and myself were involved in 

identifying pertinent changes to trial within the unit.  

The Gillon team were then responsible for driving 

these changes by acting as role models for their 

Dementia Care Studies

By Barbara Smith
Alinea Education Coordinator

Barbara proudly holding her Certificate IV in Leadership 
and Innovation in Dementia Services

colleagues, whilst a senior nurse oversaw the staff 

and supported the project team. I visited the unit 

on a number of occasions to observe the progress 

of these changes, complete staff surveys and to 

provide ongoing support for the team. Recent 

feedback from the team is that residents and staff 

have gradually accepted the changes and that the 

majority of residents seem more engaged in the 

dining experience, as evidenced by a calmer and 

happier dining environment and an increase in food 

consumption. That year of studying was well worth 

the effort! 

Our Education Coordinator - Barbara 
Smith shares her 12 month journey 

to completing a Certificate IV in 
Leadership and Innovation in Dementia 

Services with Alzheimer’s WA
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Out & AboutSpotlight On

Exercise reduces the rate of falls by 23% in 

populations 65 years+ (Sherrington et al. 

2020, p. 1). Programs involving multiple types 

of exercises - specifically balance, aerobic, 

functional & resistance training - are reported 

to have the most significant effect, reducing 

falls by 28% when compared to Tai Chi, 

or programs focusing only on balance & 

functional training. If participants engaged in 

3+ hrs per week, risk of falls was reduced by 

42% (Sherrington et al. 2020, p. 5).

At Koh-I-Noor there are a variety of different 

exercise groups on offer each week to ensure 

residents have the best opportunity to work 

on their strength and balance, reducing their 

risk of falling, and having some fun in the 

process! The Physiotherapy team have rated 

their top 5 exercises, in accordance with the 

current literature:

Excercising 
Caution

Sit to Stand focus on:

Pushing, rather than pulling to stand

Trunk lean forward

Controlled descent

Standing balance

varying positions & sensory input:

Tandem standing

Single leg standing

Eyes closed

Varied ground surface

Marching on the spot focus on:

High knees

Good posture

Appropriate weight shift

Outdoor & indoor walking groups

focusing on promoting a varied 

stepping pattern: 

Incorporating obstacles indoors

Varying terrain outdoors

Different stride patterns (side stepping, 

tandem walking, backward walking)

Side leg lift focus on:

Keeping hips even

Keeping trunk still

1

5

4

2

3
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Spotlight On

We have recently featured some training in Reminiscence therapy with some of our Lifestyle and Care staff. This 

therapy can be implemented throughout all areas of the facilities as it aims to encourage residents to review their 

past life events in a very positive and rewarding activity. 

Dr. Robert Butler, a psychiatrist who specialised in geriatric medicine in the 1960’s, first proposed the idea that 

reminiscing could be therapeutic. There is a link between the perception of time and memory function in those 

with dementia. Reminiscence therapy involves discussing events and experiences from the past and aims to evoke 

memories, stimulate mental activity and improve a person’s well-being. Reminiscence therapy is an activity that 

uses all the senses to help individuals remember events, people and places from their past lives. During lifestyle 

group activities or with individual activities.  

This therapy is especially valuable for people living with dementia. Personal identity can seem to slip away as 

cognitive abilities decline, but even as individuals begin to lose touch with current events, they may hold onto 

cherished memories. Memory about current or recent events tends to become damaged, while memory about 

the past remains relatively intact – so the past can seem more real than the present to the person with dementia. 

Reminiscing can help people feel more confident in their abilities and provide them with the opportunity to talk 

about what holds meaning for them. The connection with these memories helps them to make sense of the world 

they live in now, especially if they are feeling anxious or confused about their current circumstances. Rather than 

trying to bring the person with dementia back to reality, families and carers may try to enter their reality; building 

trust and empathy, and reducing anxiety.

Reminiscence Therapy
By Barbara Smith
Alinea Education Coordinator

Memory boxes

These containers hold a collection of personal items, belonging to a person with dementia, used 

to prompt conversation and provide mental and emotional stimulation. The contents can include 

family photos, books, treasured items obtained on holidays, childhood toys, and the list is boundless. 

Families can create these boxes and use them to support positive engagement when visiting their 

relatives in care. Themed memory boxes can also be used by Lifestyle staff for group activities, 

covering a variety of themes associated with gender roles in the home, travel, hobbies, historical 

events. By sitting down together and exploring a collection of items or images from a resident’s past 

can help encourage short-term memories by stimulating long-term ones.

References

http://theconversation.com/profiles/hannah-keage-90017

https://www.scie.org.uk/dementia/living-with-dementia/difficult-situations/different-reality.asp
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Out & AboutOrganisation News

Meet the Team!

Hilda Tony

Tendai

Service Provider 
and Participant 
Connection 
Expo 2021 
On 11th and 12th June 2021 Alinea 

service staff attended the Afford Perth 

Disability Service Provider and Participant 

expo.  Client Services Division manned 

a stall over the 2 day event at the Perth 

Convention and Exhibition Centre. Client 

Services staff were able to provide the 

Western Australian community with 

information regarding our Recreation 

Services, ParaQuad Industries and 

all supports available from the Client 

Services Division.

Our Bayswater aged care facility 

now have a new team! Hilda, Tendai 

and Tony bring with them a wealth 

of skills and experience in the Aged 

Care sector. We would like to 

thank the previous team: Christina 

McEntee, Christopher Gardham and 

Steven Chilton for their hard work 

over the past year.

Hilda Makkink
Facility Manager

Tony Moxham
Support Services Manager

Tendai Zinduru
Clinical Manager
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Events

Jeans for Genes Day

Breast Cancer Awareness at PQI

On 22nd June 2021 the Supported Employee Committee 

sold pink cupcakes to raise awareness for Breast cancer 

research. The committee sold a beautiful selection of 

small and large pink cupcakes. These delicious cupcakes 

were donated to ParaQuad by Kingdom Cupcakes, a local 

bakery, for the event.   

Events

The 5th August 2021 was Jeans for Genes day. Client Services staff, ParaQuad staff and some of the Supported 

Employees donned their best jeans in support of the day. Jeans for Genes day is an annual event held to raise 

awareness for the 1 in 20 children worldwide born with a birth defect or genetic disease.
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Raelene’s Retirement
On Thursday 12th August Bayswater staff gathered in the 

Ritcher Lodge dining room to bid farewell to Raelene. 

Raelene has been part of the Alinea team for several years 

handling rostering and payroll but it’s now time for her 

to enjoy her seven day weekends! Raelene’s co-workers 

thought to purchase a verging on life-size emu for 

Raelene’s backyard as a parting gift. We wish you all the 

best Raelene!

Events
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Organisation News

Saturday 7th of August celebrated Aged Care 

Employee Day. This includes all the nurses, care 

workers, allied health professionals, hospitality 

teams, cleaners, volunteers, administration 

staff and many more that care for the 1.3 

million older Australians receiving home care 

or residential care services. We thank all our 

staff for their efforts over the past year who 

have cared for our residents as well as ensuring 

their comfort and safety. To celebrate the day, 

a rather large volume of Krisy Kreme doughnuts 

were delivered to both Bayswater and Wembley 

sites for staff to enjoy.

Aged Care 
Employee Day
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Out & AboutIndustry News

A matter of choice
By Monique Nicholls
Communications & Project Officer

Approaching the end of life can involve a lot of 

decisions around care choices however all should 

focus on helping improve the quality of life for 

someone who has a life-limiting illness, by offering 

services, advice, information, referral and support. 

These may include advance care planning, palliative 

care and now voluntary assisted dying.

What is voluntary assisted dying? 

Voluntary assisted dying means administering a medication to bring 

about death for people who have certain diseases or conditions.

What health conditions are included in the VAD criteria?

People who have been diagnosed with at least 1 disease or medical 

condition that is advanced, progressive and will cause death 

within a period of 6 months (or 12 months for neurodegenerative 

diseases). Also that this disease or condition is causing suffering that 

cannot be relieved in a manner that the person considers bearable.

What does voluntary mean with this process?

This term emphasises that this is the person’s own decision, that it is 

a deliberate choice made by that person. The person can withdraw 

or cancel their involvement with VAD at any stage.

Who can make this decision?

The person has to be over 18 years of age and must be capable of 

making the decision themselves (without any influence from others) 

and capable of communicating their wishes with their doctor. They 

must be an Australian citizen or permanent resident who has been 

a resident in Western Australia for at least 12 months.

How can a person access this?

The person must make three (3) separate requests for voluntary 

assisted dying: 

1. a first request

2. a written declaration (the written declaration must be witnessed

    by two people who meet specific requirements).

3. a final request. 

Who is involved in this process?

Only a GP or specialist doctor can help a person through the 

process to seek VAD. Two doctors must independently assess 

the person as being suitable. These doctors must meet certain 

requirements and have undergone mandatory training associated 

with VAD. They may also refer the person for additional medical 

assessments if required.

How does this process happen?

The person can administer the medication themselves in a drink, 

of, if they are physically unable to drink the liquid, their doctor can 

administer the medication. Once the VAD permit is issued, there is 

no expiry date. The medication can be prescribed when and if the 

patient chooses.

For more information visit: https://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/

voluntaryassisteddying

References

Department of Health: https://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/voluntaryassisteddying

Image reference: https://unsplash.com/photos/m-igXXn2eIg?utm_

source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditShareLink

As of 1 July 2021 voluntary assisted dying is now a choice to 

eligible people under the Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2019.
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Out & About

18th  &  19th  September

23rd  &  24th  October

20th  &  21st  November

11th  &  12th  December 

Spinal Cord Injury Awareness Week

7th - 13th September

World Spinal Cord Injury Day

5th September

International Day of Older Persons

1st October

Alinea Art Exhibition - State of the Art

4th - 9th October

Alinea Annual General Meeting

27th October

International Day of People with 

Disabilities

3rd December

Book Bazaar Sales

Shenton Park

@alineainc

Calendar

STATE OF THE ART

4th - 9th October

Held in the Alinea Recreation Centre

2 Orton Road, SHENTON PARK WA 6008

The Exhibition will run from 10am Monday 4th October 

through to 3pm Saturday 9th October.

Please join us as we celebrate the extraordinary creative 

talent of each of the exhibiting artists and 

applaud their spirited freedom of expression.

Enquiries 9381 0173 Monday to Saturday
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4-6 Orton Road, Shenton Park
Western Australia 6008

PO BOX 257, Subiaco
Western Australia 6904

t  (08) 9381 0111

f  (08) 9382 3687

e  info@alinea.org.au

 www.alinea.org.au

Koh-I-Noor Contemporary Care , Wembley  |  Camelia Court Retirement Village, Bayswater

Osboine Contemporary Aged Care, Bayswater  |  Ritcher Lodge, Bayswater

ParaQuad Industries, Shenton Park  |  Alinea Recreation Services

Paravin, Campbellfield, Victoria  |  Alinea Client Services

Incorporating:


